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						Reliquary of the Eleven Thousand Virgins

						One of the most outstanding items of the Chapel  of Christ is a magnificent reliquary that was a gift from Claudia de Lira,  widow of Francisco de Galarreta, in 1672. Its formal features must tie it in to  Flemish furniture from the early half of the 17th century. It is rectangular in  shape in the form of a showcase flanked by two alettes and with ebonised oak  wood on the sides. The front is decorated with gilt-brass-plated metal sheets  nailed to the wood. The relics are displayed in nineteen windows of various  sizes, glazed and framed by embossed and chiselled silver plaques with vegetal  decorations.

The reliquary is traditionally referred to as  that of the Eleven Thousand Virgins, although it was actually dedicated to the Lignum Crucis (wood of the cross). This  precious relic occupied the centre of this item of furniture and was surrounded  by a retinue of winged silver angels, which can still be seen today. It is  ringed by eighteen relics with four skulls of the Eleven Thousand Virgins and  the remains of other saints.
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								Your browser does not support the audio tag.
							
												Ficha técnica

							 Author: Anonymous
	 Date: c. 1672
	 Technique: Ebonised oak, gilded brass, embossed and engraved silver
	 Measurements: 81 x 158,6 x 38 cm
	 Place: Saint Mary’s Cathedral (Vitoria-Gasteiz)
	  DOWNLOAD TECHNICAL SHEET (PDF)
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